The door-closing process can reinforce the impression of a solid, rock-proof, car body or of a rather cheap, flimsy vehicle. As there are no real prototypes during rubber profile bidding-out stages, engineers need to carry out non-linear numerical simulations that involve complex phenomena as well as static and dynamic loads for several profile candidates. This paper presents a structured virtual design tool based on FEM, including constitutive laws and incompressibility constraints allowing to predict more realistically the final closing forces and even to estimate sealing overpressure as an additional guarantee of noise insulation. Comparisons with results of physical tests are performed.
Introduction
There are increasing requirements for all aspects of cars. Although the sound of a car door closing is unrelated objectively to the intrinsic qualities of the vehicle, it is an important subjective parameter for vehicle evaluation. The closing sound can reinforce the impression of a solid, rock-proof car body or of a rather cheap, flimsy vehicle. To ensure that their vehicles project a quality image, carmakers are issuing more demanding specifications for sealing systems, and specific actions must be adopted during the early phases of design to take care of them (Wagner et al, 1997) .
In addition to questions about the insulating properties of rubber that are related to the ability to appropriately fill the gap between the car door and the car itself, there is a limit to the maximum force that should be permitted when closing the door. This is necessary as a higher filling capability requires a higher closing force, which could become quite inconvenient for users, if it is not restricted. Thus, it is important to assess the necessary door-closing force at an early stage during the design of the rubber profile and in connection with the rubber's insulation properties (Piateck, 1987) .
As there are no real prototypes during the bidding-out periods of computerised designs (CAE), engineers need to carry out highly non-linear, numerical simulations of events that involve complex mechanical phenomena. These include fatigue (Pan and Chai, 2009 ) and thermal effects and vibrations (Karen et al, 2010) , as well as static and dynamic loads for several profile candidates. This enables engineers to take all effects into account when making competitive choices. These simulations also extend to the design of tooling elements (Ordieres-Meré et al, 2003) .
The contact problem of a rubber notch with a rigid wedge is analysed in Stenti et al. (2006) , based on the large strain theory. The behaviour of rubber is classified as hyper-elastic, in which the strain energy density function can be defined. The choice of reference configuration influences the kinematics, kinetics and constitutive law of the material. As elastomers are viscoelastic materials, their mechanical properties are strain-, frequency -and temperature-dependent.
The design process begins with CAD models, which the design department creates, and is subject to a three-part process that includes finite-element modelling, multi-body dynamic simulations and tolerances (Nash et al, 2009 ). These must be done accurately and in the least possible time. These simulations are significant, as they enable the production of valid sections, even during preproduction stages, and the minimisation of additional costs for section rebuilding and line reconfiguration (see Figure 1) . Figure 1 shows the complexity of the tooling system around the die extrusion head. In addition, more than 150 m of other equipment are involved. This shows how expensive it is to conduct trials and, because of this, how interesting simulation approaches are. In the design of sealing systems, it is necessary to ensure that there is a pressure seal between the bodywork of vehicles and the profiles of the elastomers. However, several factors increase the complexity of these designs: The paths or surfaces where anchors should obtain closed joints are composed of complex curves with variations in concavity/convexity and radii of curvature, warping angles, thickness and discontinuities of sheet metal, etc. Thus, the design of the seal must provide geometric stability of the profile when adapting to subject areas. For instance, it is important to achieve an adequate deformation of the profile with the contact surface to avoid defects in the form of wrinkles or deformations. Furthermore, the seal's design must provide continuity of the joint along the entire line of the sealing closure.
The distances or gaps to be sealed vary, depending on the specifications of different manufacturers. However, it is a common practice to design nominal tolerances to close the gap surfaces. Also, it is usual to design a blow-up to ensure a continuous contact that causes the interior of the car to be soundproof. This blow-up creates a suction effect of the air on the mobile areas of the section due to the vehicle's speed.
The movements of dynamic closure surfaces affect the local behaviour of different joint contacts significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the shearing stress in the vicinity of the hinges and the compression stress in areas that are farther from them. In addition, the high friction coefficients of elastomers must be considered to achieve stable behaviour of the rubber profiles. (Friction parameters can be modified by applying different types of surface coatings.)
Design simulation of these components requires tools that provide accurate results for fast, but realistic, analyses. Design cycles are short and, therefore, not always compatible with the time required to physically test components, particularly during bidding processes. Virtual prototyping and qualification enable designers to run through more iterations, while considering complex interactions between loading regimes. This results in improved products. This is the case with rubber-based sealing products in both bidding of, and setting up, production lines. Virtual product design validation permits designers to reduce the number of prototypes and to benefit from considerable reductions in time and expense.
Virtual validation faces different problems, such as difficulties in dealing with rubber incompressibility from a numerical point of view (the finite element methods frequently break down when applied to engineering elastomers) or processing excessive deformation in rubber components, which usually leads to mesh entanglement, etc. Additional problems involve the initial rubber configuration that is necessary for installation on the door. Classical models use the curve centreline as a sweep model to deploy a characteristic section of rubber. Even when such an approach is possible, it causes disruptions because the bending of the rubber profile that is required when installing it on the door is neglected. These curvatures change the initial shape of the section and induce stresses in the rubber. Sometimes, installing the rubber in place produces undesired folds, which must be identified as early as possible (see Figure 2 ). Our interest in this work involves more realistic approaches that make it possible to increase the reliability of predicted door-closing forces, taking into account rubber properties and geometric configurations, with specific attention given to the sensitivity of forces to rubber's mechanical parameters. This will improve the prediction capabilities of virtual design components and, as a direct consequence, enable more realistic virtual validations platforms to be produced. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, mathematical formulations for these problems are derived. In Section 3, a particular strategy for deriving the initial configuration and stresses for rubber's profile is provided. The required transformation to the runner's profile is addressed by means of the quaternion theory. Later, in Section 4, numerical approaches that are followed in virtual analyses are discussed. In Section 5, a sensitivity analysis and its results are discussed, including a comparison with the results of physical tests. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the conclusions that can be drawn from the work and to the identification of questions or effects that remain unanswered and require considerable analysis.
Problem formulation
The classical theory of rubber-like materials was well addressed in Ward (1983) . More recently, a discussion of different models of mechanical behaviour can be found in Muhr (2005) and Garcia Tarrago et al. (2009) . In regards to the modelling of their properties for finite element analysis, broad reviews of mathematical models for the mechanical properties of rubber-like materials can be found in Charlton and Yang (1994) . In addition, Mackerle (1998 Mackerle ( , 2004 ) gave a bibliographical review of the mathematical models and finite element simulations of rubber and rubber-like materials.
The neo-Hookean model assumes the strain energy density to be a linear function of I\ and the Mooney-Rivlin model assumes the strain energy density to be a linear function of (I u I 2 Chagnon et al. (2005) . Each of these well-known models is able to closely match the experimental data for certain materials in a particular range of strain. The variety of complicated behaviours of rubber-like materials makes it very difficult to interpret them with a single model.
Consider an elastic body that initially occupies a region Q, x with a boundary T x The deformation of a material particle Xe Q, x at time / is described by X= q> (X, t) , and the displacement of the particle X is defined by
where q> is the injective in Q, x and the deformation is orientation-preserving. The reference frame is considered to be a rectangular Cartesian system. The deformation gradient F, Green-Lagrangian strain, E, and Green deformation tensor, G, are defined by:
" dXj dXj "
The distance between two material points before and after the deformation is given by:
(called the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor). Since it is positive if dX¿ 0, there is a principal orientation in which the tensor is diagonal:
where A¡ (/' = 1, 2, 3), called the principal stretch ratios. The change in distance of the material point in relation to points in its neighbourhood is:
Here the Green-Lagrangean strain tensor is defined as
¿(«-«u
The principal strains are related to the principal stretch ratios by:
Three invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor are defined as /j = \ + Xj + Aj
where J represents the volume deformation in the following way:
(8)
(10)
(12) For incompressible materials, there is a constraint of incompressibility, making it possible to rewrite the previous equations (1-12) in accordance with:
Specific modelling for hyper-elasticity can be found in Lin (2009) . Actually, this new model is a numerical interpolation algorithm for the construction of the strain energy density function that is obtained from its mechanical characteristics (see Figure 3) . In that case, specific hints are provided to derive the tangent modulus tensor that is necessary to improve convergence in numerically solving equations. 
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Geometric modelling
Geometric modelling is an important effect that is addressed in this work. It introduces relevant differences in outputs from simulation models, pending adoption of a hypothesis concerning the initial conditions of the rubber. In the approach presented, the functional q> introduced in equation (1) is a convolution of two additional functions. The first allows the transformation of its initial configuration to the in-place initial state and the second takes care of the non-linear displacements due to contacts and other actions involved in this problem. The laws that govern this second function were introduced in the previous section. Now it is time to describe the first function and its formulation. This is a non-linear, three-dimensional profile formulation. The deformed geometry of the profile is described by its deformed axis and the rotation of the cross-sections. Thus, the configuration space of the profile consists of:
• The linear space of the position vector of the deformed axis, and the non-linear space of rotations of cross-sections. The configuration space is thus a non-linear manifold.
• The non-linearity of spatial rotations requires special treatment, which makes the study of three-dimensional profiles interesting and challenging.
There are a number of ways to choose the parameters that describe spatial rotations. As three independent parameters suffice to describe locally the spatial rotation, three-parameter formulations have been used almost exclusively in beam theories. While the rotational vector possesses a clear geometrical meaning, which is advantageous, a disadvantage is that the discretisation of rotations using a standard additive interpolation spoils the objectivity of rotational strain measures outside the interpolation points. Several alternative interpolation strategies were discussed by Romero (2004) , where the quaternions for rotational update and interpolation purposes are also presented. A promising alternative for the parameterisation of rotations is the four-parameter rotational quaternion. The use of rotational quaternions in beam theories has been limited so far to the construction of numerically-stable and efficient, local, computational algorithms that avoid singularity problems and accelerate computations. However, the quaternions not only prove to be numerically stable and computationally efficient tools for algebraic operations with rotations, but also offer an alternative description of rotations in four dimensions.
This paper presents an efficient method to smoothly transform the straight rubber profile into a final shape that corresponds to the geometry of the vehicle's body. The method makes use of a moving frame that is adapted as proposed by Lazarus (1995) . A simple propagation equation that involves the moving frame, which accounts for the transition between two consecutive points of a 3D polyline, is introduced. The curve transformation is accomplished using the interpolation of the quantities involved in this propagation equation. Depending on the type of interpolation, two algorithms are proposed to compute the intermediary shape of the curve. Moreover, a measure of the transformation is defined and minimised to distinguish a 'minimal transformation' that the user can modify by the addition of simple parameters.
A classical way to study the geometry of a curve is to define an adapted frame along the curve, whose members are either tangent to, or perpendicular to, the curve (Bishop, 1975; Faugeras, 1993) . This approach is easier to implement than the spline-oriented one introduced by Weiss (2010) .
As mentioned in the introduction, it is considered to be a parameterised curve r that is defined by the interval [0, 1], sampled with the step \ln. If 9Í is an adapted frame for T, it is possible to express T((i + \)lri), (/' = 0, 1, ...,«-1) in the local frame (T(iln), 9t(z'/w)) by the following progression equation (see Figure 4) ríínwíWivm.
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Now, given two curves r 0 and r\ it is possible to construct a curve T t going from r 0 to ri. To do so, the quantities (YÁiln), 3it(i/n)) from (ftO'/w), %>(i/n)) to (y\(i/n), %(i/n)) are interpolated, and then the polyline Tllln) is recovered at any time / in [0, 1], using equation (14). The relatively-parallel adapted frame, or RPAF, that is introduced is an alternative to the most commonly used Frenet Frame or FF, (Do Carmo, 1976) , which is characterised by the nullity of the second component of the angular velocity expressed in the local frame.
Starting with an arbitrary frame, the frame is propagated along the curve by rotating it as little as possible, while keeping the frame adapted to the curve. As stated in Klok (1986) , it has some advantages over the FF. Apart from its minimal rotation, it is defined at every point for every regular curve, twice continuously differentiable. In particular, the RPAF is defined where the curvature vanishes, although this is not the case for the FF.
From Bishop (1975) , it may be seen that an RPAF is characterised by the nullity of the first component of the angular velocity expressed in the local frame. More precisely, its angular velocity takes the form of Q, = v Kb , where v, rand b are defined as for the FF: if (/, / g) are the axis of the frame 9t, the angular velocity Q, must be of the form -At+fig. Identifying f and Q, x / we see that
VKn= ¡uf.
Thus, / = ±n; g = ±b; ¡U = ±VK; A = ±VT
where n, b, v, k and r are, respectively, the normal, the binomial, the velocity, the curvature and the torsion of the curve T. Hence, in regard to the velocity, the components of Q, are equal to the curvature and the torsion of the curve. Now after the interpolation of Q, t from Q, 0 to Q,\, keeping the first component equal to zero, it will be possible to derive a frame % that is an RPAF at each time. Moreover, the curvature is given by the norm of the angular velocity Q, t , up to the velocity v, =(l-t)v 0 +tv v For a polyline, a good approximation of the RAPF can be constructed. For this, first note that
"^° u
Hence, if a¡ is the angle formed by t(i/n) and t((i+\)/n), it is seen that na¡ converges uniformly to v(s) K(S).
In this way, the following recursive equation is obtained:
so that %+i is obtained by rotating % about b t an angle a¡, as stated in Klok (1986) . The linear interpolation of the angular velocity linked with the relatively parallel adapted frame can be expressed by
and by the triangular inequality *i|^l*i)| + 7 Ñ-;-(NH^I)
which shows that \ tc t \ is included between I K 0 \ and I KJ I. Actually, it is possible to obtain the same interpolation for the curvature and the torsion as for the Frenet frame. Indeed, in the local frame of a RPAF, the binomial is expressed by (0,-sin6>,cos6>) (see Bishop, 1975) , where 6>is a primitive of the torsion (see Figure 5 ) Thus, Q,.= HO; (0,-sine}, cose}). Figure 5 The angles a¡ and 6¡
A linear interpolation of vrand vrcan be derived by replacing the linear interpolation of Q,i by the linear interpolation of the angles a¡ and 6> To give more flexibility to this interpolation, the user can add a scalar field along the curve. This field represents an extra twist of the associated frame. The user assigns a real value to some points of the curve. Those values are then interpolated along the curve and interpreted as angles. Each frame is then rotated about the tangent using these angles. Hence, the associated frame 91 (that is, the FF or the RPAF) is replaced by where r v is a rotation of angle cp about the x-axis.
Using a constant twist of angle n, it is possible to straighten any curve of constant length. As a matter of fact, it is possible to transform a curve into one that has a twisted angular velocity, using quaternion slerping (spherical linear interpolation). As this corresponds to a linear interpolation of the angular velocity, at a half-way point, we will have Q, l/2J = 0. From this and the fact that the length is linearly interpolated, at time / = 1/2 the interpolated curve is a straight segment of the same length as the initial curve. Note that the angular velocity follows a geodesic (i.e., a segment) that passes through zero. Hence, the transformed path of rotation is also a geodesic in the rotational space. More precisely, as the curve is straightened, the associated moving frame is retracted over the identity following the geodesies.
In the implementation presented, we have used the RPAF instead of the FF, so that we have two modes of interpolation, apart from the extra parameter linked to the frame twist. One mode uses quaternion slerping to correspond to a linear interpolation of the angular velocity and the other mode uses interpolation of angles. Below, the algorithm steps are summarised for both methods, calling the two methods Q and A (for quaternion and angle) respectively.
Preprocessing ofQ
1 Evaluate tangents /,-at points T, 2 Compute the angles a¡ = Z (/,., t M ), the binomials b x = (/,. x t i+l )/\\t¡ x t M ||, and the quaternions q, =(cos(a,/2),sin(cü;./2)6 1 )
3 Propagate the frame 9t 0 =(t 0 ,f 0 ,g 0 ) = (t 0 ,n 0 ,b 0 ) using equation (2) 4 Calculate the local coordinates
Note that, in step 3 of this implementation, a conversion for rotations into quaternion allows the calculation of propagation using equation (2).
Interpolation at time t with Q
1 Calculate (I\ 0 ,9\ 0 ) from (r oo ,9t 00 ) and (r i0 ,9t 10 ) and/ 2 Compute for each /': q t , = slerp(q 0 ,,q u ,t) and y,, = lerp(y 0 ,,y u ,t)
3 Recover 1^,-.
Note that step 1 only influences the relative position of the interpolated curve and not its shape. More precisely, the geometry of the transformation is independent of the relative positions of the curves, considering the involved entities in local coordinates. In this implementation, lerping (linear interpolation) and slerping for the point r i0 and the frame 9t i0 were used separately.
Preprocessing of A
This is the same as for Q, but it is necessary to add the calculation of 6> =Z(g i ,b i ) in step 4.
Interpolation at time t with A
1 This is the same as for Q 2 Compute for each /': x t , = lerp(x 0 , ,x u ,t) , with x = a, 9or x = y 3 Recover 1^,-.
In summary, a new technique to fold smoothly or straighten a polyline, using adapted moving frames, has been presented. The relationship between the two algorithms that have been designed for the polylines and the underlying continuous parameterisations has also been shown. This approach is particularly adapted to the control of local geometry (curvature and torsion), as well as global geometry (length).
In accordance with the previous sections, a linear configuration of rubber is adopted. A deformation path that was modelled by quaternions was followed by using a large deformation approach, as well as an incompressible hyper-elastic constitutive law. It is interesting to note that this procedure is carried out by morphing the initial mesh along the deformation path by small steps to avoid topological distortions that could make the transformed mesh unusable for FEM simulations (see Figure 6 ). This produced the initial rubber configuration that was tested numerically to estimate the closing force and sealing pressures. Mechanical parameters for the rubber, according to the problem formulation section, were tested for the Ogden model with two terms and the Third Order Deformation with the following parameters: Coherence data between real and simulated tests are presented in Figure 7 . In Figure 8 , the initial rubber configuration shows the setting-up stress level in particular sections of the rubber (the colours show the equivalent Cauchy stresses produced by the rubber installation). More details are provided in Figure 9 , where the impact on sections is shown when deformation occurs. The deformed rubber and deformed transversal section, which are colour-coded for equivalent Cauchy stress levels, show the stick-slip phenomenon with its left side lip. A friction model was considered to simulate reality as closely as possible. Friction involves the characteristics of the surface, such as surface roughness, temperature, normal stress, and relative velocity. For a given normal stress or normal force, the friction stress or force behaves like a step function based upon the value of the relative sliding velocity v r or the tangential relative incremental displacement Au t . This is the stick-slip model (Mijar and Arora, 2004) . Since this discontinuity in the friction value may cause numerical difficulties, different approximations of the step function have been used (Stromberg and Klarbring 2010) and a Coulomb-oriented model with bilinear numerical approach was adopted in this work to avoid these difficulties. The bilinear model assumes that the stick and slip conditions correspond to reversible (elastic) and permanent (plastic) relative displacements, respectively. The clear resemblance to the theory of elasto-plasticity will be used to derive the governing equations. Although the MSC.Marc© non-linear finite element solver was used to model the case study, the choice of the solver type does not limit the generality of the methodology developed, as the key factor is the initial condition for starting the simulation and its initial stress status. In fact, the implementation of this geometric morphing is carried on outside of the solver itself (Marc in this particular case) and performed by a homemade script in VBasic®, allowing it to configure those transformations for specific nodes and along different increments. The final geometry is rewritten as if it was obtained from MSC.Mentat©. The type of finite elements selected is like a three-dimensional brick that can be formed as required. These finite elements are formulated according to Herrmann's Formula (eight-node iso-parametric with an additional ninth node for pressure). Specific hyper-elastic models have been considered as constraints and particular constitutive laws, in accordance with measured material characterisation parameters that have already been presented in this section. Because of rubber's flexibility, it is important to remember the highly nonlinear relationship that it exhibits. Due to the contact problem, it is not easy to identify the contact location. Also, the cost of the Lagrange multiplication method is high due to extra variables for contact modelling (both deformable-to-rigid and deformable-to-deformable). In addition, it is necessary to consider friction due to surface imperfections, stick-slip motion, or material softening because of heat in the contact area, etc. (see Figure 9) .
MODEL
The boundary conditions come from moving the axis to adapt it to its mounting position. Then, according to the geometric transformations presented above, the different meshing sections are defined and contact constraints are defined against a door structure modelled with rigid surfaces. Here, an iterative solution process using the constitutive model presented in the problem formulation section with friction activated, is begun. It is important to remember that three different materials, with different mechanical properties, are involved:
• steel for the structural section
• the rubber basic component, modelled with a hardness of Shore 70 A
• a special coextruded soft rubber mixture that was modelled as foam and provides adequate properties for contacts.
Lack of convergence can take place due to input errors, improper modelling of a physical phenomenon, or, sometimes, real physical instabilities. A good strategy to reduce a numerical lack of convergence is to use an automatic remeshing option, taking into account the gradient of strain as an indicator of the entanglement of elements (Ha et al., 2010 ). This strategy makes it possible to simulate specific nonconformities like the one shown in Figure 2 , as can be verified in Figure 10 . Additional analyses were performed under the umbrella of a sensitivity test by changing different parameters and looking for the impact on functional performance, like those that were mentioned previously. These are the types of capabilities that are presented by the virtual design and evaluation tool, which is discussed in this paper. 
Results
In regard to specific simulation results, it is possible to note that the rubber close to the door articulations is excited mainly by shear stress. On the other hand, the main effects of sections far from these points are related to compression, as expected. Three cases were analysed to evaluate stress levels:
a bending of the rubber profile with consideration to the initial stresses (see Figure 12) b bending of the rubber profile without initial stresses (see Figure 13) c extrusion of the section along the curved main line for rubber -obviously without stresses (see Figure 14) . 
Í
In all the cases, the rubber was morphed to its final configuration described by the theoretical design line and specific torsions where depicted, according to the expected final position of the rubber at those points. All these calculations were performed by specific homemade software tools implementing algorithms described in Section 3. As shown in the right part of Figures 12-14 , higher levels of final stresses are found in case (a) than in case (b) and case (c). The intensity of stress is reduced globally by 10% in each subsequent case.
The main justification for bending simulation processes is to determine how the rubber profiles adapt to the areas of vehicles that are designed to accommodate different anchor types (metal strip, clips, belt adhesive, etc.). Thus, the most critical defect in this process is the accumulation of material and stress, which promotes the formation of wrinkles on the joints and, thereby, breaking of the seal (see Figure 9) . Hence, it is necessary to analyse the behaviour of tension and strain profiles along the anchor line to ensure that different sections fulfil their functionalities.
We can see from the examples in Figures 12-14 that the FEM extrusion geometries (case V) do not represent the real behaviour of the profile. Therefore, to avoid design errors arising from these geometries, it is important to work on the simulation process of bending (cases 'a' and c b'). Subsequent to the forming or bending operations, it is essential to study the problem of contact in the door-closing simulation. Consideration should be given to:
• Studying the stability of the profile section in different positions of the contact to ensure a seal
• Verifying the continuity of contact and the closure pressure developed to meet the functionality (see Figure 15 ). In this sense, it is necessary to mention the importance of the design and development processes of the closing force. These forces must be balanced to seal the door closing forces of the vehicle examined under the prism of static and dynamic clamping forces (Ordieres-Meré et al., 2008) . Looking at the door-closing forces in the three variants of numerical simulations that have been analysed in this work (see Figure 16 where the force is represented against time and the displacement at fixed sections), it is easy to realise that the sealing pressure is sensitive to each of the cases studied, where the final forces vary between 10% and the 25%) in the analysed quasi-static case (i.e., avoiding additional dynamic forces arising from closing door speed and its mechanical acceleration). As the main goal is to compare different rubber sections for specific geometries, it is relevant to assess predictions from the simulation system against physical rubber (see Figure 17) . To do this, a special test was defined, to calibrate the rubber mechanical parameters adopted for the constitutive law. The objective is not to validate the system as a whole, because many factors need to be controlled, like installation procedures, etc. Instead, it is necessary to validate the coherence at low levels and avoid dynamic effects like instabilities. It is important to remember that some rubber material models are unstable, in that an unstable material response may be obtained for certain strain levels. Then, if in the simulation of a configuration, strain levels corresponding to instability are reached, the Newton-Raphson nonlinear iterative solution may have difficulty in converging, and the calculated response may be physically unrealistic. 
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In the comparison of results, the coherence along the time dimension and the value of the forces indicate the quality of the tool. Thus, it is possible to observe how the baseline scenario for bending significantly affects the results of door closing simulations. The process of bending in case 'a' provides more information about the deformation of the profiles, allowing design engineers to evaluate the stress state linked to the closing door effect to understand the real behaviour of sealing systems and optimise their design.
Also, these simulations allow designers to identify underperformance and suggest additions to sections, improving their capabilities to absorb geometric tolerances. As these simulations show where the sealing chain is broken or where wrinkles arise, it is possible to redesign the profile. These situations are quite close to the reactions to the supporting columns or where the rubber's shape changes quickly.
The designers' next step is to produce sensitivity simulations, modifying these geometrical parameters and attempting to identify their influence on performance criteria, like those mentioned in the previous section.
This sensitivity reveals a clear dependence of performance on the geometric designs of the profiles, where industry sealing trends are focused on variable extrusion systems to adapt to the increasingly complex designs and specifications of new vehicles.
Discussion
This paper presents a structured virtual design tool based on the finite element method, including modern constitutive laws and incompressibility constraints. This virtual tool includes integral strategies that enable it to become useful without undue delay, to This study reveals the relationship between the hypothesis concerning the initial configuration of the rubber and the estimated final value for the closing door. This factor has usually been neglected, but becomes relevant following this study in correctly assessing customers' requirements. It can be considered as a way to improve the design method of sealing sections and a convenient step for its optimisation. This type of tool is crucial for companies today, as it enables them to reduce design costs, as well as to be competitive by launching production processes that are oriented to prototype cycle reduction. It is even possible to use the tool in two different ways during bidding timefirst, for more accuracy in estimating material costs per metre of rubber and, second, for a higher degree of definition in designs that are offered to the customer, enabling a more robust solution to be produced.
In addition, if any discussion or modification is required, the impact on materials or functional parameters can be quickly analysed.
Finally, this type of tool enhances the added-value chain with the car manufacturer in such a way that the links between the car manufacturer and the rubber provider become stronger.
The step following this research will be to explore the capabilities for automatic optimisation by combining evolutionary strategies (part of the genetic algorithms family of tools) to create a new engine to drive sensitivity analyses. This will provide a more time-efficient search procedure that is compatible with a reduction of the mass of rubber used or, at least, a consideration of the latter.
